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A new Robinson-Schensted-type correspondence is given in connection with a 
dual pair of type (Cm, C,) on spinors, i.e., the pair (Sp(2m, C), Sp(2n, C)) acting on 
/~ C 2ran, using the results of Sundaram on the Berele insertion. © 1993 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent development in construction of bijections in the spirit of 
the Robinson-Schensted [R, Sc-I or the Knuth correspondence [Kn] has 
been very active. Most of them appear in connection with a certain kind of 
dual pairs. (See Section 2 for the precise meaning of our usage of this 
terminology.) For example, the Knuth correspondence is connected to the 
pair (GL(m, C), GL(n, C)) acting on the space of polynomial functions 
over the m x n matrices, and the Cauchy identity represents he irreducible 
decomposition f that space. 
In this article, we construct a new bijection connected to "a dual pair on 
spinors of type (Cm, Cn)" in K. Hasegawa's terminology [Ha]. It is a pair 
(Sp(2m, C), Sp(2n, C)) acting on the space/~ C2m" (see Section 2). We use 
Sundaram's results in [-Su86, Su90], which are based on the Berele 
insertion constructed by Berele in [Be]. Our contribution lies in the 
interpretation f this dual pair in a form expressible in terms of insertions, 
and also in the construction of a bijection that expresses the history of 
shape changes occuring in this situation as an Sp(2n)-tableau. 
The character identity representing the irreducible decomposition f this 
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module (see (2.3)) has been known. Morris showed a similar formula for a 
pair of orthogonal groups in [M]. The identity (2.3) was found by King 
in [Ki2], but there it was given without proof. Later he remarked that it 
can be derived from the orthogonal case identity in [M], which he also 
rediscovered in [Ki2]. 
An aspect of our result is that it gives a combinatorial proof to this 
irreducible decomposition (starting from the knowledge that the finite- 
dimensional rational representations of Sp(2m, C) are determined by 
characters up to equivalence, and that the character of an irreducible 
representation is described in terms of the Sp(2m)-tableaux). Actually, 
knowing the irreducible decomposition is equivalent o knowing the 
existence of such a Robinson-Schensted-type correspondence. Our basic 
belief is that explicitly constructing a nice correspondence would help 
reveal some deeper epresentation-theoretic phenomena. 
Recently, Date et al. [DaJiM] showed, using the representation f the 
quantized enveloping algebra Uq(gl(n,  C)) on @fc  n, that the original 
Robinson-Schensted correspondence an be understood as a limit at q ~ 0 
of the transition matrix between the natural basis {% ® ... ® e;z} and the 
basis coming from q-analogues of the Gelfand-Tsetlin bases of the 
irreducible constituents. Moreover, Kashiwara [-Ka, Ka2] showed that, 
more generally, an integrable representation of Uq(g ), the quantized 
enveloping algebra of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra g constructed from any 
symmetrizable generalized Caftan matrix, has a structure providing a 
natural one-to-one correspondence between bases satisfying appropriate 
conditions. So it would be a very interesting subject yet to be pursued to 
give an interpretation of the bijection constructed in this article in terms of 
these quantum deformations. 
The author thanks K. Hasegawa for introducing him to the dual pair on 
spinors, S. Sundaram, J. Stembridge, and R. King for informing him of 
earlier works on the character identity, and N. Iwahori, T. Oshima, and 
K. Koike for valuable suggestions and hearty encouragements. 
Notation and Terminology. The following notation and terminology will 
be used throughout this article. N denotes the set of natural numbers ~> 1 
and I-n] denotes the set of natural numbers from 1 to n. A partition is a 
FIG. 1. Young diagram of (4, 2, 1). 
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FIG. 2. A tableau of shape (4, 2,1). 
sequence of natural numbers 2= (21 ..... 2t) satisfying 21 ~> .--~>2 t. The 
number l is called the length of 2 and is denoted by l(2). A partition 
2 = (21, ..., 2t) (l = l(2)) is identified with a set { (i, j)  e ~ x N [ 1 ~< j ~< hi} of 
pairs of natural numbers. This set is visualized as a set of lattice points in 
the plane whose first coordinate axis runs from top to bottom and second 
axis runs from left to right, or as a Young diagram as in Fig. 1 obtained by 
replacing the lattice points by squares. For partitions 2 and #, we write 
2 c/~ if l(2) ~< l(#) and 2~ ~< #~ holds for all 1 ~< i ~< l(2). In terms of Young 
diagrams, this means that the diagram of 2 is contained in that of kt when 
they have the same top-left corner. 
If we fix a set F of symbols, a tableau of shape 2 is formally defined as 
a map T from 2 into F (2 being regarded as a subset of N x ~). What we 
really have in mind is a picture (as in Fig. 2) obtained from the Young 
diagram of 2 by putting T(i, j), the image of (i, j) under T, into the cell at 
the position (i, j). The frame might be omitted so that a tableau would be 
just an array of symbols in the shape 4. 
2. A DUAL PAIR OF TYPE (Cm, Cn) ON SPINORS 
Dual pairs. The notion of a dual pair was introduced and extensively 
studied by Howe (for example, see [Ho, Ho2]). Here we follow 
Hasegawa's formulation in [Ha].  
DEFINITION. Let Ai ( i= 1, 2) be either an associative algebra or a Lie 
algebra, and let V be a module endowed with actions of both At and A:. 
We say that (AI, A2) is a dual pair on V if (1) the actions of A1 and A2 
commute with each other, (2) V is completely reducible as an Ai-module 
( i= 1, 2), and (3) if {2Aj}Z~,, is a complete set of representatives of the 
isomorphism classes of irreducible Ai-modules appearing in V, where A i is 
a certain index set (i = 1, 2), then there exists a bijection ~':A1 ~ 2 ~-, 2 '~ A2 
for which the decomposition of V as an A ~, A e-bimodule can be described 
as follows: 
v~- ® 2A, K]2~ 2. 
~.~AI 
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We are especially interested in a situation where Ai is a certain set of 
partitions and )~Ai has a basis naturally indexed by certain Young tableaux 
(for i=  1, 2). 
The Dual Pair of Type (Cm, Cn). Now let us recall the dual pair of type 
(Cm, Cn) on spinors. For details please refer to Hasegawa [Ha]. 
Let Al=~p(2m, C) and A2=~p(2n, C). Then AI•A 2 can be naturally 
embedded in o(4mn, C). (Moreover, (A1, A2) is a dual pair in o(4mn, C) in 
the sense of Howe; i.e., A1 and A2 are the commutants of each other in 
~2mn /~d Vo, where Vo is a maximal o(4mn, C).) Now let V=/k Vo = -,d=0 
isotropic subspace of C 4"n. Then o(4mn, C) acts on V via the spin represen- 
tation. Let us consider the actions of A1 and A2 on V obtained from the 
spin representation of o(4mn, C) via this embedding of A~®A2 into 
o(4mn, C). Then (A1, A2) is a dual pair on Vwith A~ = (2~[2cRm,  n}, 
A2={2~I2cR, , ,m} (where ~ is the set of all partitions), and 
~:AI--A2 defined as in Fig. 3; namely, 2* is a reflection image of the 
complement Rm,,\2. Here, Rm,,~ represents the partition corresponding to 
the m by n rectangle, namely (n ..... n). In other words, V has the following 
decomposition: 
V '~ (~ ,)~So(2m, C)[~])~Sp(2n, C). (2.2) 
2EAI 
Here, 2Sp(Zm, C) is the irreducible representation f Sp(2m, C) or ~p(2m, C) 
labeled by 2. The labeling is as in Weyl's book I-W]. Namely, 2 can be 
regarded as the highest weight. 
The Character Identity. The corresponding character identity, which 
takes the following form, was found by King [-Ki2, (6.19)]. As he told in 
his communication with Sundaram, this can be derived from another iden- 
tity concerning orthogonal group characters originally by Morris in I-M]: 
f i  ['I (Xiq-Xi~lq-Ykq-Y;1) = (2.3) 
i=1 k=l  
2sp(2~)(Y), 
At 
FIG. 3. (4, 2, 1)t for m = 4, n = 5. 
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In this expression, ,~Sp(2m)(X) is the character of the corresponding represen- 
tation of Sp(2m, C), and x is an abbreviation of the set of variables 
(x~ ..... Xm), where x~ ~ ..... x +I represent the eigenvalues of the elements of 
Sp(2m, C). 2ts~,)(y) is similarly defined for Sp(2n, C). 
As for the left-hand side, see the remark at the end of the following 
section. 
3. SUBSET-WORDS AND Sp(2m)-TABLEAUX 
Our goal is to construct a Robinson-Schensted-type correspondence 
connected to this dual pair (and thereby prove (2.2) or (2.3) com- 
binatorially). Before we move to the actual construction, we must first 
specify the combinatorial objects representing both sides of Eq. (2.2) and 
define their weights appropriately. 
Subset-Words. First let us define our counterpart of "words," namely 
the objects representing a very natural basis of V. Let V1 be the space of 
the natural representation of A1=sp(2m, C). Let {~i, ~b;lie [m]} be a 
basis of V 1 satisfying (~ i  ~j) = (~i, ~j) =0 and (~b i, ~b.,,)=6 o. (i, j s  [m]), 
where ( , )  denotes the alternating bilinear form on V1 infinitesimally 
preserved by A1. Let V2 be the space of the natural representation of
A2=gp(2n, C) and {~bk,~klke[n]} be a similar basis for V2. Then 
I72, o = @ ~ = ~ C~ ok is a maximal isotropic subspace of V2. Let us take Vo to 
be Vx® V2.0. Then ~(V0)= {~bi®~O k, ~b;®~,k[i~ [m],k~ [n]} is a basis 
of V0. 
For convenience, let us employ the following notation. First let 
Fm = {1, 1, ..., m, nq} be a set of 2m symbols with the total ordering 
1 < 1 < -.. < m < rh. (The definition of this ordering is motivated by the 
definition of Sp(2m)-tableaux and the Berele insertion, which will be 
explained below.) Since the subscript o F will almost always be m, we 
simply write F instead of Fro. Put e;= ~b ~ and e~= ~be for ie [m], so that the 
basis of V~ given above is rewritten as {er}~r. Also put e~k)= er ® ~Oke V 0 
for 7eF  and ke[n]. Now, along with the decomposition V2,o = 
k=l ~. , we have Vo=Ok=l  V] k), where VI®C~b k= 
O~r  Ce~ k). As an Al-module, we have V~ k) ~- V1 by eT)~--~ e ~. From this 
we have 
v=A vo,,,A v1"®...®A v1"' -A v,®...®A v, (3.1) 
as an Al-module. For k~[n] and s~2r={the  subsets of F}, let 
71 > "'" >Ts be the elements of S arranged in decreasing order, where 
s = IS[, and put e~sk) =e~k) ,,, ... /x ~:~s^ ~k)" Then {e~)}s~2r is a basis o fA  V~ k). 
(This order of arrangement is motivated by Sundaram's result on shape 
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changes caused by successive Berele insertions. See Lemma 2' below.) Now 
for S = (Sa S,) e (2r) ", put e s -e  (~) ~ --- ® e (") Then we have a basis ""~ - -  El ~ Sn" 
{es}s~(=q, of V. Thus we can take (2r) ~ as a counterpart of the set of 
words. 
DEFINITION. We call an element of (2r)" a subset-word of length n in P. 
These basis vectors are weight vectors with respect o suitable Cartan 
subalgebras. First we can find a Cartan subalgebra [91 if A~ =sp(2m, C) 
with respect o which ei= ¢~ is of weight e,, and e~= ¢, is of weight -s~. 
Here {~'i}ie[m] is a basis of [9* such that the roots are _+e~+_s~, 
l<. i~j<.m,  and _+2e;, l<.i<.m. Let [?2 (a Cartan subalgebra) and 
{t/k}~ [,] (a basis of b*) be similarly chosen for A2. 
LEMMA 1. Let S e (2r) ~. The element es of V defined above is a weight 
vector with respect to the Cartan subalgebras bl and b2 chosen above. 
Moreover, its weights ~m a~e~ (with respect o [9~) and ~" ~=~ b~ (with 
respect o [)~) are determined as follows: 
a~=#{k l ieS~}-#{k l~eS~} (ie [m]), 
b~= I S~ l -m (ke In]). 
Proof Since the action of A1 on V is obtained from the natural action 
on V1 via (3.1), the element e s is clearly a weight vector for bl and 
the expression for ai is easily derived. As for b2, we examine a little 
more closely. The embedding z: A~ @A 2 c-- ~ o(4mn, C) is obtained by 
regarding V1 ® V2 as the space of the natural representation f o(4mn, C). 
(k) We can find a Cartan subalgebra b of o(4mn, C) and a basis {(~ }~r,  k~ [,3 
, (k) k (k) of b such that % =%@~ is a weight vector of weight (~ and e~Q~k 
is a weight vector of weight - (~k) (here, if 7 = i then ~ = i and if 7 = z then 
~= i). Then we have t(D1 G[92)c [9. Let 12 denote the restriction of t  to [92, 
and let t*" D* --+ [9* be its transpose restricted to b*. Then we have 
1, i? ' (k) '~ 2~ J=~k (yeF, ke[n]) .  We see form the construction of the spin 
representation that ese V (=A Vo, Voc V1 ® I/2) is an I-weight vector. If 
c ¢~r¢k~ the coefficients c¢~ k~ are we express its weight in the form Z~r,k~[~] ~ ~ , 
given as follows: 
1 f l  if 7ESk 
c(k I  : I y  & 
-5=~-5  if y¢S~. 
7 , 2 1 
(For 7 eF  and ScF ,  we define I~,s by Is, s = 1 i fy~S and I~,s=O if y ¢ S.) 
Hence the coefficient of qk in t*(Z Ck) ¢k) _ c~ ~ -- Zk (Z,t~rC~ ) qk is now equal 
to [Ski--m, as required. II 
582a/63/1-7 
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DEFINITION. The sequence (al ..... am; bl, ..., bn), where the ai and bk are 
defined as in Lemma 1, shall be called the weight of S and denoted by 
wt(S). 
Sp(2m)-Tableaux. Next we recall the combinatorial objects representing 
the weight structure of each irreducible representation. (For details please 
refer to [-KoT90], for example). First recall that the irreducible rational 
representations of Sp(2m, C) are labeled by the partitions of length ~< m. 
DEFINITION. Let 2 be a partition of length ~<m. An Sp(2m)-tableau of
shape 2 is a map T: 2 ~ F satisfying the conditions 
(Spl) T(i, 1)~< T(i, 2)~< ... ...< T(i, 2i) (1~<i~<l), 
(Sp2) T(1, j )<T(2, j )< ... <T(2j, j) (1~<j~<21), 
(Sp3) T(i,j)>>.i ((i,j)6)O, 
where 2j is the length of the jth column of 2. In other words, 
2j.=#{il2iJ>j}. As explained at the end of the Introduction, T is 
visualized as the Young diagram of 2 whose cell at the intersection of the 
ith row and the jth column contains T(i, j). 
Remark. The conditions (Spl) and (Sp2) are the same conditions that 
characterize the semistandard tableaux except for the difference of the 
symbols involved. The condition (Sp3) is equivalent to requiring that, for 
all i, the part of 2 containing symbols ~< i (which is a smaller Young 
diagram, thanks to the conditions (Spl) and (Sp2)) has no more than i 
rows .  
DEFINTION. The weight wt(T) of an Sp(2m)-tableau T is a sequence 
(al(T), ..., am(T)), where ai(T)= (the number of symbols i in T) - ( the 
number of symbols i in T). The m-tuple of indeterminates (tl,..., tin) is 
abbreviated as t and the monomial t~ '(r)... t~m re(r) as t wt(T). 
The important property of the Sp(2m)-tableaux is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let 2 be a partition of length <<. m. Then we have 
2s~2~(t) = Z twt~r~, 
T E Tab(2sp(2m)) 
where 2Sp~2m)(t ) is the character of the irreducible representation of 
Sp(2m, C) corresponding to 2 and Tab(2spl2mfl is the set of all Sp(2m)- 
tableaux of shape 2. 
The above theorem first appeared in fKi] by King. We gave a rigor- 
ous proof in [KoT90, Proposition4.1]. Sp(2m)-tableaux were called 
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Sp-standard tableaux by Berele in [Be], and symplectic tableaux by 
Sundaram in [Su86]. 
Formulation of Our Problem. Now our problem can be formulated as 
follows: 
Problem. Construct a bijection 
(2/') n ~ S ~ (P(S), Q(S)) E L[ Tab(2sp(2m))  x Tab(2tSp(2,)) (3.2) 
,~ c Rm, n 
satisfying wt(S)= (wt(P(S)); wt(Q(S))). 
DEFINITION. P(S) and Q(S) (which we construct below) will be called 
the P-symbol and Q-symbol f S, respectively. 
Remark. It is clear that the weight-generating function of the right- 
hand side of (3.2) is equal to the right-hand side of the identity (2.3), if we 
use variables x for Sp(2m, C) and y for Sp(2n, C). On the other hand, by 
Lemma I, the weight-generating function of the left-hand side of (3.2) (it is 
defined so that it equals the character of the module V) is 
I~ nk=l ~Ii=lm (1 +xiyk)(1 +x~- lyk)  
m m 
Y l  "" "Yn 
This is easily seen to be equal to the left-hand side of (2.3). Hence a 
bijection proclaimed here would constitute a combinatorial proof of (2.3) 
and the decomposition (2.2), owing to the complete reducibility and the 
linear independence of irreducible characters. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF P-SYMBOLS (SUBSET INSERTION) 
The P-symbol in our answer to the problem proposed above is obtained 
by applying Sundaram's results based on the Berele insertion. 
In principle, P-symbols should reflect the decomposition of V as an 
Al-module. As we saw in (3.1), V as an Al-module is isomophic to 
A VI® ""®A V~ (n times). Just as the Robinson-Schensted corre- 
spondence consists of a repetition of the Schensted insertion, which 
corresponds to forming the tensor product of an arbitrary polynomial 
irreducible representation f GL(n, C) with the natural (vector) representa- 
tion, we could expect hat our correspondence ould consist of a repetition 
of a certain procedure which corresponds to forming the tensor product 
with A V~. 
Sundaram showed combinatorially that such a tensor product 
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decomposes as in the following Lemma 1'. (This can also be shown by 
manipulation of symmetric functions.) 
DEFINITION. For partitions 2 and #, we write 2 ~ # (or equivalently 
/~ >> 2) if 2 c/~ and the skew shape #/2 is a vertical strip (i.e., #i - 1 ~< 2i ~< #i 
for 1 ~< i ~< l(~), putting 2; = 0 for i > l(2)). 
LEMMA 1' [Su90, Theorem 4.4]. Let 2 be a partition of length <~m and 
2Sp(2m, C) be the corresponding irreducible representation of Sp(2m, C). 
[] Sp(Zm, C) is the natural (vector) representation of Sp(2m, C). Then we have 
the following decomposition: 
2sp~zm, c)®A []Sp~2m, C)----" 0 
(,u, v) s.t. 
/z,>v 
l(,u) ~< m 
V Sp( 2m, C) '  
(The right-hand side of this expression means that V Sp(2m, C) appears as many 
times as there are # satisfying 2~ #, # >> v and l(l~) <~ m.) 
In fact, one can construct a bijection: 
Tab(2sp(2m)) x 2 r~ LI Tab(vsp(2m)) 
t(v) <~ rn 
x {#12,~/~, t>>v, l(/~) ~< m} 
(T, S) w-~ (T~ S, /~(T, S)) 
(4.1) 
such that we have wt( T) + wt( S) = wt( T ~ S) and, if T ~ S has shape v, 
then ISI = [p(T, S)/21 + [#(T, S)/v]. Here, wt(S)= (al ..... %) is defined by 
a i=I , . s - I~,s for  i f  [m], where Ij, s and I~,s are deft'ned in the proof of 
Lemma 1. 
Now let us recall what this image is. T ~ S is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION. Let T~Tab(2sp(2m)) with l(2)~<m, and let ScF  and 
Yl > "'" > 7s be the elements of S, arranged in the decreasing order. Then 
we put 
T~ S = (T ,  ]:1)' " ' "  ' ]Is, 
where ~ denotes the Berele insertion defined by Berele in [-Be]. 
Recall the following basic property of the Berele insertion. 
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THEOREM 2' [Be, Theorem 2]. The Berele insertion 
Tab(2sp(2m) ) x F ~ LI Tab(#sp(2m)) 
2~ or 2~# 
(T, ?) ~-~ T '~ 7 
is a bijection satisyfing the weight preservation property: wt(T~ 7)= 
wt(T)+wt({7}) (where wt({7}) is a special case of wt(S) defined in 
Lemma 1'). 2~# (equivalently #>-2) means that t~ is obtained from 2 by 
adding one box. 
Sundaram investigated this insertion in [Su86, Su90], and among what 
she showed is the following property. 
LEMMA 2' [Su86, Lemmas 10.3-10.6; Su90, Lemmas 3.2-3.7]. Let T be 
an Sp(2n)-tableau of shape 2 with l(2)~ m, and 7, 7' e F. Let # be the shape 
of T ~ ? and v the shape of(T+-- 7) +-- 7 . 
(1) I f  7 <~ 7', the exactly one of the following three situations occurs: 
(la) 2;~(i,j)kt, #>'(r,;)v and i'>>.i,j' <j  (see Fig. 5(1)), 
(lb) 2;>-/~and#Mv, 
(lc) 2-<(i.j)#, #-<(~,j,)v and i '<~i , j '>j  (see Fig. 4(1)); 
(2) I f  7 > 7', then exactly one of the following three situations occurs: 
(2a) 2-<(~,j)#, l~<(~,j,)v and i '>i , j '<~j  (see Fig. 4(2)), 
(2b) 2<#and/~v,  
(2c) 2 >-(~.j) ¢t, /~ >-(,, ;,) v and i' < i, j '  >~j (see Fig. 5(2)). 
FIG. 4. 
( i , j )  
(1) 
:!!.ii)!!!iiii!!!!ii 
• .....i.:.i 
(2) 
Possibilities of (i', j ' )  for # -%, / ' t  v after 2-<~,.j~ #. 
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(i,j) 
FIG. 5. 
iii!i!iii!iiiil! ! 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: (2) 
Possibilities of (i', j ' )  for # ~'(r , ; )v  after 2 >-(~, j)#. 
Here, )~ <(i. j)# (or equivalently ]A ~ (i,j ) .~ ) means that the Young diagram of 
# is obtained from that of 2 by adding one cell at the position (i, j). 
Remark. I f /t  <(i, j)# and/~ <~(r,j'/v, then (i', j ' )  must lie either in the 
area (1) or (2) in Fig. 4. Similarly, if 2~(i, j)/t and #)~(r,j,) v, then ( i ' , j ' )  
must lie either in the area (1) or (2) in Fig. 5. Therefore the six conditions 
listed in Lemma 2' cover all possibilities. 
Considering this property, one can define #(T, S) as follows: 
DEFINITION. Let TETab(2sp(zm) ) with l(2)~<m and SaF .  Then we 
denote by/t(T, S) the largest shape occuring in the process of T ~= S. More 
precisely, let 71 > "'" >Ts be the elements of S. Let )3 ;) (O<<.i<~s) denote 
the shape of (T~ ~ ~ Y l ) * - - ' " * -~.  By Lemma2 (2), there exists t 
(O<~t<~s) such that ,t=2(°)-<~.(1)~----<2(/)~-2('+1)>-.- .>-2(S)=v. 
Then #(T, S) = 2 ('). 
P-Symbol of a Subset-Word. Now let us define the P-symbol of a 
subset-word S over F. 
DEFINITION. For a subset-word S= (S  1 . . . . .  Sn) over F, we define its 
P-symbol to be the Sp(2m)-tableau define by 
,¢:==: ~ Sn ,  P(S) = (~ ~ S~) -.- 
where ~ is an empty tableau. 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF Q-SYMBOLS 
In most of the Robinson-Schensted correspondences, the second 
component of the pair records the "history" of shape changes during the 
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successive insertions. In our case, we record it in the form of an Sp(2n)- 
tableau Q(S) (S = ($1 ..... S,)), in such a way that the part of Q(S) filled 
with k and k reflects the shape changes caused by the insertion of Sk. 
Let us keep m fixed (as we have been doing through this article) and 
proceed by induction on n. So let us assume that the bijection (3.2) is 
already constructed for subset-words of length n - 1 over F = F m. 
To give an inductive step, the essential point is the follwing lemma. 
LEMMA 2. The map constructed below gives a bijection between the 
following sets 
{(L ~, v)12~ R..,n 1 ,~,vcR ..... ;~ ,~>v} 
{skew Sp(2n)/Sp(2n - 2)-tableaux c R .... } (5.1) 
such that, if (2, #, v) ~ D, then 
(1) D has shape v*/2*, and 
(2) 1#/2l + l l~/v i -m=(  # of n in D) - (  # of ~ in D). 
Here, ~ denotes the operation of taking the completement with respect o 
R . . . .  1 and then reflecting in the reverse diagonal. (In the definition of'~, we 
implicitly f ixed both m and n. Here we need to distinguish two such maps, One 
with respect o R . . . .  which we continue to denote by t, and the other with 
respect to  Rm.. n 1, which we shall denote by ~..) 
Remark. If 2~#,  n '<n and l(2)-< ' ..~n, l(#)<~n then a skew Sp(2n)/ 
Sp(2n')-tableau of shape 2/# is a map D:/~\2--* {n'+ 1, n '+ 1 ..... n, ri} 
satisfying the conditions (Spl) (Sp3). Please refer to [KoT90] for details. 
Construction. For 2oR, , , ,  i and vcR . . . .  we have l(v*)<<.n and 
l(2*)~<n-1. Hence the skew Sp(2n)/Sp(2n-2)-tableaux of shape v*/2 ~ 
bijectively corresponds to the partitions ~c for which both vt/tc and ~c/2 ~are 
horizontal strips (by putting ~c = "the border of k and k"). The shape ~c can 
be rewritten as (#*)* for a certain partition #* since ~:c R .... . Note also 
that the shape of any skew Sp(2n)/Sp(2n-2)-tableau contained in R,,,, 
is of the form V*/2 ~ for some 2 c R . . . .  1 and v c Rm,  n. Therefore the 
definition of (5.1) can be given as a collection of bijections, for every pair 
2 c R . . . .  1 and v ~ R . . . .  of the form 
{#cRm,~l )~#, t~>>v}~{#*cRm,  nl'~>>l~t*,l~*>>v} (5.2) 
satisfying I~/)~1 + I~/vl-m= I~/~*l-I~*/vl. (~ is obtained from 2 by 
extending each row by 1, so that (~)*= 2*.) 
It is sufficient o give the lengths (#*); of the columns of #*. Let us 
define/~* for (2,/~, v) by 
[(l~*)'j=max{2j, v j}+min{2j_x,  Vj_~}-t~j (jE [n])].  (5.3) 
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2~., v~ denote the lengths of the j th columns of 2 and v, respectively. 2L and 
v~ should be regarded as m. 
Proof Since 
2 ~/~ ~::~ 2~ ~</~ < 2~_ 1 (Vje [n]) and 
v~#~v'j.<~#~<~vj 1 (Vje [n]), 
the condition for the left-hand side set of (5,2) is equivalent to 
max {2), v~.} ~< #~ ~< min {Z~ 1, vj_~} (Vie In]). (5.4) 
Similarly, noting that ~ >> #* ~:~ 2 < #* and 
Z ~ #* ¢:~ 2) ~< (p*)) ~< Zj,_ 1 (Vje [n]) and 
v (vj  [n]), 
the condition for the right-hand set of (5.2) is equivalent to 
max{2~, v~} ~< (#*)j ~< min{2j. ~, vj_ ~ } (Vje [n]). (5.5) 
If/~ satisfies (5.4), then/~* defined by (5.3) satisfies (5.5). Moreover, if #* 
satisfies (5.5), then we can define/~ by (5.3)'and it satisfies (5.4). This gives 
the inverse map. 
The statement on the weights is verified as follows. Summing up (.5.3) for 
all j e  [n], we have [/~*1 = 12l + Iv[ +m- I#1.  Note also that 12/#*1 = 
m-1#*/2[. Hence we have I/~/21 + tt~/v[-m=2 I /~1-121- Iv l -m=m+ 
12] + Iv l -2  Ikt*l =m- I /~* /2 l -  I/~*/v[ = [~//~*1- I#*/vl, as required. | 
DEFINITION. Let S = ($1 ..... S,) be a subset-word of length n over F and 
put S= ($1 ..... S,_1), Let Q(S) be the Q-symbol of S, the construction of 
which is assumed by induction hypothesis. Then we define Q(S) to be the 
Sp(2n)-tableau obtained by combining the Sp(2n - 2)-tableau Q(S) and the 
skew Sp(2n)/Sp(2n-2)-tableau corresponding to the sequence (2, #, v) 
under the bijection in Lemma2, where 2 is the shape of P(S), 
# =/~(P(g), S,) in the notation of Lemma 1', and v is the shape of P(S). 
THEOREM 1. The map S~--~ (P, Q) inductively defined above gives a 
weight-preserving bijection required in (3.2). 
Proof By induction on n, we have wt(g)= (wt(P(S)); wt(Q(S))). 
The set 57 = (2r) n-1 of subset-words of length n -1  is divided into 
subsets 57¢~ according to their Q-symbols Q: 
57 = I_I 570, 
: Sp(2n 2)-tableau 
shape c Rn l,m 
57o = {gl Q(s) = Q}. 
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By the induction hypothesis, each subset 5> 0 in this decomposition is
in one-to-one correspondence with Tab(2sp¢2m)) (via the map taking 
P-symbols), where 2 is the partition for wich Q has shape 2* (++ is with 
respect o R . . . .  2). Then by Lemma 1', Tab(2sp(Zm) ) x 2 r is in one-to-one 
correspondence with the set lll(,.) ~ m (Tab(vsp(zm)) x {#[ 2 ~ #, # >> v, 
l(it)--.< m}). The sequences (2, It, v) are now in one-to-one correspondence 
with the skew Sp(2n)/Sp(2n- 2)-tableaux D of shape v*/2*. 
5>0 X 2r  ~, Tab(2sp(zm~) x 2 r 
-~ l ]  Tab(vsp(2m))X {#])~#,it>>v,l(it)<~m}) 
l(v) <~ m 
Tab(vsp(zm)) 
x {skew Sp(2n)/Sp(2n -2)-tableaux of shape v*/2* }. 
Accumulating the result for all Q, and combining 0 with the skew tableau 
D, we have all pairs (P, Q) of Sp(2m)-tableaux of shape v and Sp(2n)- 
tableaux of shape v*, with v running through all partitions cR  .... . Note 
that, writing 5> × 2r= (2r) ", the P here is the P-symbol P(S) defined for 
S e (2r)" in the previous section, and the Q here is the Q-symbol Q(S) 
defined above. 
Finally we check the preservation of weights. As for P, it is clear from 
the induction hypothesis and Lemma 1'. As for the Q part, note that the bk 
(k ~< n-1)  are identical for g and S. Also, the part of Q(S) occupied by 
symbols ~<n-1 is identical to Q(S). So we have only to check 
IS, l -m=(# of n in Q(S) ) - (#  of ~ in Q(S)). This statement follows 
from IS, I = lit/21 + lit/v[ (see Lemma 1') and Lemma 2 (2). | 
6. EXAMPLE 
We show the bijection S~-~ (P(S), Q(S)) for m =n =2 in the form of 
Tables I-VI. It is divided into six sections according to the shapes of P(S) 
and Q(S). In each table, the rows correspond to the P-symbols and the 
columns correspond to the Q-symbols. The entries of the table are subset- 
words S = ($1 $2). For example, if the entry is " .il (which is the case for ' ~.2.1 
P(S) = 1 and Q(S)= 21 i), then the upper row " .il represents the elements 
of $1 and the lower row 22 1 represents the elements of $2 (i.e., S~ = { i, 1 }, 
$2= {2, 2 , 1}). 
Remark. It is a natural question to ask if there is any analogy of the 
fact that interchanging the P- and Q-symbols corresponds to taking the 
inverse permutation in the original Robinson-Schensted correspondence. 
We have not succeeded in finding analogy, but here is one remark. 
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TABLE I 
0 
11 -2.1 
22 .2.1 
1i .2.1 
22 • 2i. 
Ti .2_i. 
22 • 21. 
1! .2.1 
22 2. .1 
ii .2.1 
22 2.i. 
i i  .2i. 
22 2.i .  
!! _~..I 
22 2.. 1 
!i _~.:1 
22 2.1. 
i i  2. i .  
22 2.i. 
1_2 .2 -1  
22 22..  
i2_ .2i. 
22 22.-  
!-2 ~..i 
22 22. • 
L2 _~.i. 
22 22- • 
22 22- • 
22 22. - 
Considering the weight, a naive way to define an analogue of "inverse" 
of a subset word is as follows. Let S= (S, ..... Sn) be a subset-word in 
(2rm) ". Then define S' = (S], ..., S ' )  e (21") m by 
keS ' i ' *z ' ieSk  for i e [m] ,ke[n] .  
Then it is easy to see that, if we put wt(S) = (a 1 . . . .  , am; bl ..... bn) then we 
have wt(S') = (bl ..... b , ;  al . . . . .  am) .  
On the other hand, let S*~(2r" )  m be defined by (P(S*), Q(S* ) )= 
(Q(S), P(S)). 
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I T 2 9 
11 92.1 . - .1  .2.1 .2-1 
2 -2.1 .2.1 92.1 ---I 
11 22.1 ...I -2.1 -2-i 
2 -2i- .21- 221- - . i -  
1 i  ' 22 i -  ' --I. -2 i . .2 i .  
2 .21. .21. 221. .-I- 
!I _~2.1 ...1 _~..1 ~..1 
2 2-.1 9-.I  22-1 .-.I 
l i  22LI : . :1 2---1 ,2.. I  
9 2.1. 2-1- 221 . . . i .  
i~ ~2! . . .~ .  ~-!. ~-!- 
2.1. 2.1. 221 . . .1 .  
12 -211 -2.-  .2.1 -2- t  
2 -2-1 -2.1 -2]_1 -2- .  
i2 -2il -2.- -21- .2i. 
2 .21 . .21 . .211  .2.. 
!2 _~2.1 . . .1  _~2.. 9..1 
2 22.. 22..  22 .1  -2-. 
1-2 221 . . -1 -  22.- 2.1. 
2 22-. 22.. 221- -2.- 
12 .2iI .2.- -2.1 .2.1 
2 9. -1  9- .1  2.11 2 . - .  
i2 -211 -2 . . .2 i . .2 i .  
2 2.1. 2.1. 2.11 2.-- 
19 9 .h~. . .  9 . .1  9 . .1  
9 9 . .1  2 . -1  2.11 2 . . .  
12 2-11 2 . . .  2.1.  2-1- 
9 2.1.  2.1.  2.11 2 . . .  
22 .211 -2.-  .21. 22.-  
2 92.- 92-.  22-1 .2 . -  
2_9 2 . i I2_ - - . - _2 .1 .  _22.- 
2 22.- 22.. 22-1 2..- 
In general,  S* is not  equal  to S', even in the case where m=n=2.  
However ,  the table shows that, for m = n = 2 we have (S*) '  = (S')*.  
Note on Some Related Works. After sending the first version of this manuscript to an 
editor, the author came to learn of some more recent works which are closely related to our 
present result. 
1. Proctor, in [P], independently establishes a similar bijective correspondence in 
order to give an algorithmic proof of the identity (2.3). His bijection, regarded as a process 
of producing a pair of tableaux (P, Q) from a subset-word (an r-tuple of sequences "z" in his 
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notation), gives the same P-symbol as ours, whereas his Q-symbol is different from ours. 
However, one can find a simple way of conversion between his Q-symbol and ours. From our 
point of view, his map is a natural construction starting with another choice of a maximal 
isotropic subspace of II2 (see Section 3), i.e., choosing O~=1 C@k instead of our O~_1 C@ k. 
In the same paper he proves many other similar identities using a quite different argument 
which he calls the reflection method, 
2. Benkart and Stroomer, in [BS], used a similar bijection argument to prove some 
other identities ((1.3) and (1.4) in their paper). This result gave a motivation to Proctor's 
algorithmic proof. 
Benkart and Ram (personal communication; [BR]) also give a bijective correspondence 
proving the identity (2.3) (still independently). Their method involves a notion called "circular 
pairing," which seems quite interesting. 
[BR] 
[BS] 
[Be] 
[DaJiM] 
[Ha] 
[Ho] 
[Ho2] 
[Ka] 
[Ka2] 
[Ki] 
[Ki2] 
[Kn] 
[KoT90] 
[M] 
[P] 
[R] 
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